'Edex' Education Expo was the main draw among students

The two-day mega event 'Edex' Education Expo, held in 2015 at the Chennai Trade Centre, witnessed an overwhelming turn-out of students and visitors. The event was inaugurated on February 14th and 15th, and concluded on February 19th. The event was organized by the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Madras and the Indian Institute of Science (IISc), Bangalore. The event featured various exhibits and demonstrations in fields such as engineering, technology, science, and art. Visitors were also given the opportunity to interact with experts in these fields.

The event was a great success, with thousands of students attending the event. The exhibition area was divided into various zones, each dedicated to a specific field of study. The 'Innovation Zone' was particularly popular, with students and visitors alike fascinated by the latest technological advancements on display. The event was a great opportunity for students to learn about the latest trends in various fields and to network with experts in the industry.

'Edex' Education Expo was jointly organized by The New Indian Express and VIT University, with Mumbra Group of Institutions, K.K. Nagar, Dr. MGR University Madhavani, Madha Group of Aayatonic Institutions, Kolathur.

Thank you, Chennai!